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Introduction

In this chapter, we present scheduling algorithms to cope with faults on large-scale parallel platforms. We
study checkpointing and show how to derive the optimal checkpointing period. Then we explain how to
combine checkpointing with fault prediction, and discuss how the optimal period is modified when this
combination is used. And finally we follow the very same approach for the combination of checkpointing
with replication. But wait. First, we have to help Alice out, she is having trouble with her laptop while
writing her thesis.
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2.1

Checkpointing on a single processor
Alice needs help

The most natural fault-tolerance technique when considering a fault-prone environment is to save your work
periodically. This is what we (should) do in every-day’s life. Alice is doing a very long and fastidious work:
she is writing her PhD thesis, using an unreliable resource, namely a four-year-old laptop. Because she is
afraid of losing her precious work if the laptop crashes, she regularly saves her work on an external disk.
At first, because she knew that her laptop could not be trusted, Alice decided to save her work on the
external disk every three hours. Writing her file to disk takes approximatively three minutes. On the midafternoon of day 3, Alice’s laptop crashed, she had to reboot it, and as a consequence she lost the last hour
and a half of her work! Piqued, she decided that from now on, she would save her work on the external disk
more frequently, every half hour of work instead of every three hours. But after three additional days of
work without further problem, she compared what she did during the three first days, and during the three
next days. She noticed that she did less work on days 4, 5 and 6 than on days 1, 2 and 3 (even though she
lost ninety minutes of work on the third day). Alice is puzzled now: what is the best frequency to save her
work?
The technique of saving intermediate work is called checkpointing. Because Alice works for a constant
amount of time between two checkpoints, her technique is called periodic checkpointing. In the following, we
explain why she did more work during the three first days, and how she could find the best period between
each checkpoint.
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2.2

Modeling the occurrence of faults

Computing environments, such as Alice’s laptop, are prone to faults. The first question is to quantify the
rate or frequency at which these faults strike. To that purpose, one uses probability distributions, and more
specifically, Exponential probability distributions. The definition of Exp(λ), the Exponential distribution
law of parameter λ, goes as follows:
• The probability density function is f (t) = λe−λt dt for t ≥ 0;
• The cumulative distribution function is F (t) = 1 − e−λt for t ≥ 0;
• The mean is µ = λ1 .
Consider a process executing in a fault-prone environment. The time-steps at which fault strike are nondeterministic, meaning that they vary from one execution to another. To model this, we use IID (Independent
and Identically Distributed) random variables X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . . Here X1 is the delay until the first fault, X2
is the delay between the first and second fault, X3 is the delay between the second and third fault, and so
on. All these random variables obey the same probability distribution Exp(λ). We write Xi ∼ Exp(λ) to
express that Xi obeys an Exponential distribution Exp(λ).
In particular, each Xi has the same mean E (Xi ) = µ. This amounts to say that, in average, a fault will
strike every µ seconds. This is why µ is called the MTBF of the process, where MTBF stands for Mean Time
Between Faults: one can show (see Appendix 2 for a proof) that the expected number of faults Nfaults (T )
that will strike during T seconds is such that
1
Nfaults (T )
=
T →∞
T
µ
lim

(1)

Why are Exponential distribution laws so important? This is because of their memoryless property,
which writes: if X ∼ Exp(λ), then P (X ≥ t + s | X ≥ s ) = P (X ≥ t) for all t, s ≥ 0. This equation means
that at any instant, the delay until the next fault does not depend upon the time that has elapsed since the
last fault. The memoryless property is equivalent to saying that the fault rate is constant. The fault rate at
time t, rate(t), is defined as the (instantaneous) rate of fault for the survivors to time t, during the next
instant of time:
F (t + ∆) − F (t)
1
f (t)
1
rate(t) = lim
×
=
=λ=
∆→0
∆
1 − F (t)
1 − F (t)
µ
The fault rate is sometimes called a conditional fault rate since the denominator 1 − F (t) is the probability
that no fault has occurred until time t, hence converts the expression into a conditional rate, given survival
past time t.
We have discussed Exponential laws above, but other probability laws could be used. For instance, it may
not be realistic to assume that the fault rate is constant: indeed, computers, like washing machines, suffer
from a phenomenon called infant mortality: the probability of fault is higher in the first weeks than later
on. In other words, the fault rate is not constant but instead decreasing with time. Well, this is true up to
a certain point, where another phenomenon called aging takes over: your computer, like your car, becomes
more and more subject to faults after a certain amount of time: then the fault rate increases! However,
after a few weeks of service and before aging, there are a few years during which it is a good approximation
to consider that the fault rate is constant, and therefore to use an Exponential law Exp(λ) to model the
occurrence of faults. The key parameter is the MTBF µ = λ1 .

2.3

Problem statement

We start by stating the problem formally. Let Timebase be the base time of the work that needs to be done,
without any overhead (neither checkpoints nor faults). Assume that Alice’s computer is subject to faults
with a mean time between faults (MTBF) equal to µ.
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The time to take a checkpoint is C seconds (C = 180 in the example). We say that the period is T
seconds when a checkpoint is done each time Alice has completed T − C seconds of work. When a fault
occurs, the time between the last checkpoint and the fault is lost. After the fault, there is a downtime of D
seconds to account for the temporary unavailability (for example Alice’s laptop is restarted, or the mouse is
changed, or she now needs to use her brother Bob’s laptop). Finally, in order to be able to resume the work,
the content of the last checkpoint needs to be recovered which takes a time of R seconds (the external disk
is connected and the checkpoint file is read). The sum of the time lost after the fault, of the downtime and
of the recovery time is denoted Tlost . All these notations are depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: An execution.

2.4

Example

The difficulty of the problem is to trade-off between the time spent checkpointing, and the time lost in case
of a fault. Consider an application such that Timebase = 30 minutes, and assume a checkpoint time of C = 3
minutes, a downtime of D = 1 minute and a recovery time of R = 3 minutes.
We consider the following combinations:
Strategies

Scenarios

1. Only one checkpoint at the end of the execution;

(a) A large time between faults (in this example, no fault during the execution);

2. Three checkpoints during the execution, after every 10 minutes of work;

(b) A medium time between faults (only one
fault at 19 min. during the first hour);

3. Five checkpoints during the execution, after
every 6 minutes of work.

(c) A small time between faults (one fault at
19, 42, 62 mins.).

In Figure 2, we picture the execution of the application for the three different strategies, under the three
different scenarios. This example shows that the lower the time between faults, the higher the frequency of
checkpoints should be. However, the checkpointing strategy with the smallest period is not always the best
one: sometimes, there are not enough faults to pay off the overhead of frequent checkpoints.

2.5

Solution

Let Timefinal (T ) be the expectation of the total execution time of an application of size Timebase with a
checkpointing period of size T . The optimization problem is to find the period T minimizing Timefinal (T ).
However, for the sake of convenience, we rather aim at minimizing
Waste(T ) =

Timefinal (T ) − Timebase
.
Timefinal (T )

This objective is called the waste as it corresponds to the fraction of the execution time that does not
contribute to the progress of the application (the time wasted ). Of course minimizing the waste Waste is
3
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(b) Medium MTBF: there are more faults. It is good to checkpoint, but not too frequently, because of the corresponding
overhead. The second strategy wins.
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(c) Small MTBF: there are many faults. The cost of the checkpoints is paid off because the time lost due to faults is dramatically
reduced. The third strategy wins.

Figure 2: The three strategies obtain different results depending upon the MTBF.
equivalent to minimizing the total time Timefinal , because we have
(1 − Waste(T )) Timefinal (T ) = Timebase ,
but using the waste is more convenient. The waste varies between 0 and 1. When the waste is close to 0,
it means that Timefinal (T ) is very close to Timebase (which is good), whereas, if the waste is close to 1, it
means that Timefinal (T ) is very large compared to Timebase (which is bad).
First source of waste. Consider a fault-free execution of the application with periodic checkpointing.
By definition, during each period of length T we take a checkpoint, which lasts for C time units, and only
T − C units of work are executed. Let TimeFF be the execution time of the application in this setting. The
fault-free execution time TimeFF is equal to the time needed to execute the whole application, Timebase ,
plus the time taken by the checkpoints:
TimeFF = Timebase + Nckpt C,
where Nckpt is the number of checkpoints taken. Additionally, we have


Timebase
Timebase
Nckpt =
≈
.
T −C
T −C
To discard the ceiling function, we assume that the execution time Timebase is large with respect to the
period or, equivalently, that there are many periods during the execution. Plugging back the (approximated)
base
value Nckpt = Time
T −C , we derive that
TimeFF =

T
Timebase .
T −C

(2)

Similarly to the Waste objective, the waste due to checkpointing in a fault-free execution, WasteFF ,
is defined as the fraction of the fault-free execution time that does not contribute to the progress of the
application:

TimeFF − Timebase
WasteFF =
⇔ 1 − WasteFF TimeFF = Timebase .
(3)
TimeFF
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Combining Equations (2) and (3), we get:
C
.
(4)
T
This result is quite intuitive: every T seconds, we waste C for checkpointing. This calls for a very large
period in a fault-free execution (even an infinite period, meaning no checkpoint at all). However, a large
period also implies that a large amount of work is lost whenever a fault strikes, as we discuss now.
WasteFF =

Second source of waste. Consider the entire execution (with faults) of the application. Let Timefinal
denote the expected execution time of the application in the presence of faults. This execution time can
be divided into two parts: (i) the execution of chunks of work of size T − C followed by their checkpoint;
and (ii) the time lost due to the faults. This decomposition is illustrated in Figure 3. The first part of the
execution time is equal to TimeFF . Let Nfaults be the number of faults occurring during the execution, and
let Tlost be the average time lost per fault. Then,
Timefinal = TimeFF + Nfaults Tlost .
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Figure 3: An execution (top), and its re-ordering (bottom), to illustrate both sources of waste. Blackened
intervals correspond to time lost due to faults: downtimes, recoveries, and re-execution of work that has
been lost.
In average, during a time Timefinal , Nfaults = Timeµfinal faults happen (recall Equation (1)). We need to
estimate Tlost (see Figure 1). A natural estimation for the moment when the fault strikes in the period
is T2 . Intuitively, faults strike anywhere in the period, hence in average they strike in the middle of the
period. The proof of this result for Exponential distribution laws can be found in [6]. We conclude that
Tlost = T2 + D + R, because after each fault there is a downtime and a recovery. This leads to:


T
Timefinal
D+R+
.
Timefinal = TimeFF +
µ
2
Let Wastefault be the fraction of the total execution time that is lost because of faults:
Wastefault =

Timefinal − TimeFF
⇔ (1 − Wastefault ) Timefinal = TimeFF
Timefinal

We derive:
Wastefault =

1
µ


D+R+

T
2


.

(5)

Equations (4) and (5) show that each source of waste calls for a different period: a large period for WasteFF ,
as already discussed, but a small period for Wastefault , to decrease the amount of work to re-execute after
each fault. Clearly, a trade-off is to be found. Here is how. By definition we have
Timebase
Timefinal
Timebase TimeFF
=1−
TimeFF Timefinal
= 1 − (1 − WasteFF )(1 − Wastefault ).

Waste = 1 −
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Altogether, we derive the final result:
Waste

= WasteFF + Wastefault − WasteFF Wastefault

 

C
C 1
T
=
+ 1−
D+R+
.
T
T µ
2

(6)
(7)

In Figure 4, we plot Waste as a function of the period T for a set of parameters.

Figure 4: Waste as a function of the period T , for C = 3, D = 1, R = 3 and µ = 40. TFO ≈ 14.7. Shorter
periods increase WasteFF too much. Longer periods increase Wastefault too much. TFO achieves the best
trade-off between both sources of waste.

1
, v = D+R−C/2
, and w = 2µ
. It is easy to see
We obtain Waste = Tu + v + wT , where u = C 1 − D+R
µ
µ
pu
that Waste is minimized for T = w . The First-Order (FO) formula for the optimal period is thus:
p
TFO = 2(µ − (D + R))C.
√
and the optimal waste is WasteFO = 2 uw + v, therefore
s
D + R  D + R − C/2
2C
WasteFO =
1−
+
.
µ
µ
µ

(8)

(9)

Finally, we show in Appendix 1 why the computation above is a first√order approximation.
In 1974, Young [16] obtained a different formula,
namely TFO = 2µC + C. Thirty years later, Daly [6]
p
refined Young’s formula and obtained TFO = 2(µ + R)C + C. Equation (8) is yet another variant of the
formula, which we have obtained through the computation of the waste. There is no mystery, though. None
of the three formulas is correct!
They represent different first-order approximations, which collapse into the
√
beautiful formula TFO = 2µC when µ is large in front of the resilience parameters D, C and R. This latter
condition is the key to the accuracy of the approximation (see Appendix 1). Let us formulate our result as
a theorem:
√
√
Theorem 1. The optimal checkpointing period is TFO = 2µC + o( µ) and the corresponding waste is
q
q
1
WasteFO = 2C
µ + o(
µ ).
Theorem 1 has a wide range of applications. We discuss three of them in the following sections.
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3

Checkpointing on a parallel platform

In this section we deal with the problem of checkpointing a parallel application. We show how to reduce
the optimization problem with N processors to the previous problem with only one processor. Most high
performance applications are tightly-coupled applications, where each processor is frequently sending messages to, and receiving messages from the other processors. This implies that the execution can progress
only when all processors are up and running. This also implies that when a fault strikes one processor, the
whole application must be restarted from the last checkpoint. Indeed, even though the other processors are
still alive, they will very soon need some information from the faulty processor. But to catch up, the faulty
processor must re-execute the work that it has lost, during which it had received messages from the other
processors. But these messages are no longer available. This is why all processors have to recover from the
last checkpoint and re-execute the work in parallel.
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Figure 5: Behavior for a tightly coupled application.
Let us recap. Each time a fault strikes somewhere on the platform, the application stops, all processors
perform a downtime and a recovery, and they re-execute the work during a time Tlost . This sounds familiar.
We can see the whole platform as a single super-processor, very powerful (its speed is N times that of
individual processors) but also very prone to faults: all the faults strike this poor super-processor! See
Figure 6 for an illustration.
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(a) Three faulty processors...

(b) ...make up for an equivalent even more faulty processor!

Figure 6: Platform model: the super-processor replaces N = 3 processors.
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Figure 7: Intuition of the proof of Proposition 1.
We √
can apply Theorem 1 to the super-processor and determine the optimal checkpointing period as
√
TFO = 2µC + o( µ), where µ now is the MTBF of the super-processor. How can we compute this MTBF?
Have a look at Figure 7. We see that the super-processor is hit by faults N times more frequently than
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the individual processors. We should then conclude that its MTBF is N times smaller than that of each
processor. We state this result formally:
Proposition 1. Consider a platform with N identical processors, each with MTBF µind . Let µ be the MTBF
of the platform. Then
µind
µ=
(10)
N
Proof. If the inter-arrival times of the faults on each individual processor are IID random variables (recall
1
), then the
that IID means Independent and Identically Distributed) with distribution Exp(λ) (where λ = µind
inter-arrival times of the faults on the super-processor are IID random variables with distribution Exp(N λ),
which will prove the result.
The arrival time of the first fault on the super-processor is a random variable Y1 ∼ Exp(λ). This is
(1)
(2)
(N )
(i)
because Y1 is the minimum of X1 , X1 . . . , X1 , where X1 is the arrival time of the first fault on
(i)
processor Pi . But X1 ∼ Exp(λ) for all i, and the minimum of N random variables following an Exponential
PN
distribution Exp(λi ) is a random variable following an Exponential distribution Exp( i=1 λi ) (see [14, p.
288]).
The memoryless property of Exponential distributions is the key to the result for the delay between the
first and second fault on the super-processor. Knowing that first fault occurred on processor P1 at time t,
what is the distribution of random variable for the occurrence of the first fault on processor P2 ? The only
new information if that P2 has been alive for t seconds. The memoryless property states that the distribution
of the arrival time of the first fault on P2 is not changed at all when given this information! It is still an
Exponential distribution Exp(λ). Of course this holds true not only for P2 , but for each processor. And we
can use the same minimum trick as for the first fault. Finally, the reasoning is the same for the third fault,
and so on.
This concludes the proof. We refer the reader to Appendix 3 for another proof, where we also prove
Equation (1).
Proposition 1 shows that scale is the enemy of fault-tolerance. If we double up the number of components
in
the
platform, we divide the MTBF by 2, and the minimum waste automatically increases by a factor
√
2 ≈ 1.4 (see Equation (9)). And this assumes that the checkpoint time C remains constant. With twice as
many processors, there is twice more data to write onto stable storage, hence the aggregated I/O bandwidth
of the platform must be doubled to match this requirement.

4

Fault prediction

A possible way to cope with the numerous faults and their impact on the execution time is to try and
predict them. In this section we do not explain how this is done, although the interested reader may find
some answers in [10, 17, 19].
A fault predictor (or simply a predictor) is a mechanism that warns the user about upcoming faults on
the platform. More specifically, a predictor is characterized by two key parameters, its recall r, which is
the fraction of faults that are indeed predicted, and its precision p, which is the fraction of predictions that
are correct (i.e., correspond to actual faults). In this section, we discuss how to combine checkpointing and
prediction to decrease the platform waste.
We start with a few definitions. Let µP be the mean time between predicted events (both true positive
and false positive), and µNP be the mean time between unpredicted faults (false negative). The relations
between µP , µNP , µ, r and p are as follows:
• Rate of unpredicted faults:

1
µNP

=

1−r
µ ,

since 1 − r is the fraction of faults that are unpredicted;

• Rate of predicted faults: µr = µpP , since r is the fraction of faults that are predicted, and p is the
fraction of fault predictions that are correct.
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To illustrate all these definitions, consider the time interval below and the different events occurring:
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fault

fault

fault

fault

Actual faults:
pred.

pred.

pred.

pred.

pred.

pred.

Predictor:
F+P

F+P

F+P

pred. fault

pred.

F+P

Overlap:
Time

t

During this time interval of length t, the predictor predicts six faults, and there were five actual faults. One
fault was not predicted. This gives approximatively: µ = 5t , µP = 6t , and µNP = t. For this predictor, the
recall is r = 45 (green arrows over red arrows), and its precision is p = 64 (green arrows over blue arrows).
Now, given a fault predictor of parameters p and r, can we improve the waste? More specifically, how to
modify the periodic checkpointing algorithm to get better results? In order to answer these questions, we
introduce proactive checkpointing: when there is a prediction, we assume that the prediction is given early
enough so that we have time for a checkpoint of size Cp (which can be different from C). We consider the
following simple algorithm:
• While no fault prediction is available, checkpoints are taken periodically with period T ;
• When a fault is predicted, we take a proactive checkpoint (of length Cp ) as late as possible, so that it
completes right at the time when the fault is predicted to strike. After this checkpoint, we complete
the execution of the period (see Figures 8b and 8c);
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Figure 8: Actions taken for the different event types.
We compute the expected waste as before. We reproduce Equation (6) below:
Waste = WasteFF + Wastefault − WasteFF Wastefault

(11)

While the value of WasteFF is unchanged (WasteFF = C
T ), the value of Wastefault is modified because
of predictions. As illustrated in Figure 8, there are different scenarios that contribute to Wastefault . We
classify them as follows:
9

(1) Unpredicted faults: This overhead occurs each time an unpredicted fault strikes, that is, on average,
1
T
once every µNP seconds. Just as in Equation (5), the corresponding waste is µNP
2 +D+R .
(2) Predictions: We now compute the overhead due to a prediction. If the prediction is an actual fault
(with probability p), we lose Cp + D + R seconds, but if it is not (with probability 1 − p), we lose the
unnecessary extra checkpoint time Cp . Hence
Tlost = p(Cp + D + R) + (1 − p)Cp = Cp + p(D + R)
We derive the final value of Wastefault :
Wastefault




T
1
+D+R +
(Cp + p(D + R))
=
µNP 2
µP


1−r T
r
=
+D+R +
(Cp + p(D + R))
µ
2
pµ


1
T
rCp
=
(1 − r) + D + R +
µ
2
p
1

We can now plug this expression back into Equation (11):
Waste = WasteFF + Wastefault − WasteFF Wastefault

 

C 1
(1 − r)T
C
rCp
+ 1−
+
=
D+R+
.
T
T µ
p
2
p
To compute the value of TFO
, the period that minimizes the total waste, we use the same reasoning as in
Section 2.5 and obtain:
v 


u
u 2 µ − D + R + rCp
C
t
p
p
.
TFO
=
1−r

We observe the similarity of this result with q
the value of TFO from Equation (8). If µ is large in front of the
p
resilience parameters, we derive that TFO = 2µC
1−r . This tells us that the recall is more important than the
√
precision. If the predictor is capable of predicting, say, 84% of the faults, then r = 0.84 and 1 − r = 0.4.
The optimal period is increased by 40%, and the waste is decreased by the same factor. Prediction can help!
See Appendix 4 for further information.

5

Replication

Another possible way to cope with the numerous faults and their impact on the execution time is to use
replication. Replication consists in duplicating all computations. Processors are grouped by pairs, such as
each processor has a buddy (another processor performing exactly the same computations, receiving the same
messages, etc). See Figure 9 for an illustration. We say that the two processes in a given pair are replicas.
When a processor is hit by a fault, its buddy is not impacted. The execution of the application can still
progress, until the buddy itself is hit by a fault later on. This sounds quite expensive: by definition, half of
the resources are wasted (and this does not include the overhead of maintaining a consistent state between
the two processors of each pair). At first sight, the idea of using replication on a large parallel platform is
puzzling: who is ready to waste half of these expensive supercomputers?
In this section, we explain how replication can be used in conjunction with checkpointing and under which
conditions it becomes profitable. In order to do this, we compare the checkpointing technique introduced
earlier to the replication technique.
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Figure 9: Processor pairs for replication: each blue processor is paired with a red processor. In each pair,
both processors do the same work.
A perfectly parallel application is an application such that in a failure-free, checkpoint-free environment,
the time to execute the application (TimeBase ) decreases linearly with the number of processors. More
precisely:
Timebase (1)
Timebase (N ) =
.
N
Consider the execution of a perfectly parallel application on a platform with N = 2n processors, each
with individual MTBF µind . As in the previous sections, the optimization problem is to find the strategy
minimizing Timefinal . Because we compare two approaches using a different number of processors, we
introduce the Throughput, which is defined as the total number of useful flops per second:
Throughput =

Timebase (1)
Timefinal

Note that for an application executing on N processors, Throughput = N (1 − Waste).
The standard approach, as seen before, is to use all 2n processors to fully parallelize the execution of
the application on the platform. This would be optimal in a fault-free environment, but we are required
to checkpoint frequently because faults repeatedly strike the N processors. According to Proposition
q1, the
µind
2C
platform MTBF is µ = N . According to Theorem 1, the waste is (approximately) Waste =
µ =
q
2CN
µind . We have:
s
!
2CN
(12)
ThroughputStd = N 1 −
µind
The second approach uses replication. There are n pairs of processors, all computations are executed
twice, hence only half the processors produce useful flops. One way to see the replication technique is as
if there were half the processors using only the checkpoint technique, with a different (potentially higher)
mean time between faults, µrep . Hence, the throughput ThroughputRep of this approach writes:
s
!
N
2C
ThroughputRep =
1−
(13)
2
µrep
In fact, rather than MTBF, we should say MTTI, for Mean Time To Interruption. As already mentioned, a
single fault on the platform does not interrupt the application, because the replica of the faulty processor is
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Figure 10: Modeling the state of the platform of Figure 9 as a balls-into-bins problem. We put a red ball
in bin Pairi when there is a fault on its red processor p1 , and a blue ball when there is a fault on its blue
processor p2 . As long as no bin has received a ball of each color, the game is on.
still alive. What is the value of MNFTI , the Mean Number of Faults To Interruption, i.e., the mean number
of faults that should strike the platform until there is a replica pair whose processors have both been hit? If
we find how to compute MNFTI , we are done, because we know that
µrep = MNFTI × µ = MNFTI ×

µind
N

We make an analogy with a balls-into-bins problem to compute MNFTI . The classical problem is the
following: what is the expected number of balls that you will need, if you throw these balls randomly into
n bins, until one bins gets two balls? Thep
answerp
to this question is given by Ramanujan’s Q-Function [9],
π
4
and is equal to dq(n)e where q(n) = 32 + πn
+
2
288n − 135n + . . . . When n = 365, this is the birthday
problem where balls are persons and bins are calendar dates; in the best case, one needs two persons; in the
worst case, one needs n + 1 = 366 persons; on average, one needs dq(n)e = 25 persons.1
In the replication problem, the bins are the processor pairs, and the balls are the faults. However, the
analogy stops here. The problem is more complicated, see Figure 10 to see why. Each processor pair is
composed of a blue processor and of a red processor. Faults are (randomly) colored blue or red too. When a
fault strikes a processor pair, we need to know which processor inside that pair: we decide that it is the one
of the same color as the fault. Blue faults strike blue processors, and red faults strike red processors. We
now understand that we may need more than two faults hitting the same pair to interrupt the application:
we need one fault of each color. The balls-and-bins problem to compute MNFTI is now clear: what is the
expected number of red and blue balls that you will need, if you throw these balls randomly into n bins,
until one bins gets one red ball and one blue ball? To the best of our knowledge, there is no closed-form
solution to answer this question, but a recursive computation does the job:
Proposition 2. MNFTI = E(NFTI |0) where
(
2
E(NFTI |nf ) =
2n
2n−nf +

2n−2nf
2n−nf

E (NFTI |nf + 1)

if nf = n,
otherwise.

Proof. Let E(NFTI |nf ) be the expectation of the number of faults needed to interrupt the application,
knowing that the application is still running and that faults have already hit nf different processor pairs.
Because each pair initially has 2 replicas, this means that nf different pairs are no longer replicated, and
that n − nf are still replicated. Overall, there are nf + 2(n − nf ) = 2n − nf processors still running.
The case nf = n is simple. In this case, all pairs have already been hit, and all pairs have only one of
their two initial replicas still running. A new fault will hit such a pair. Two cases are then possible:
1. The fault hits the running processor. This leads to an application interruption, and in this case
E(NFTI |n) = 1.
2. The fault hits the processor that has already been hit. Then the fault has no impact on the application.
The MNFTI of this case is then: E(NFTI |n) = 1 + E (NFTI |n ).
1 As a side note, one needs only 23 persons for the probability of a common birthday to reach 0.5 (a question often asked in
geek evenings).
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The probability of fault is uniformly distributed between the two replicas, and thus between these two cases.
Weighting the values by their probabilities of occurrence yields:
E (NFTI |n ) =

1
1
× 1 + × (1 + E (NFTI |n )) ,
2
2

hence E (NFTI |n ) = 2.
For the general case 0 ≤ nf ≤ n − 1, either the next fault hits a new pair, i.e., a pair whose 2 processors
are still running, or it hits a pair that has already been hit, hence with a single processor running. The
latter case leads to the same sub-cases as the nf = n case studied above. The fault probability is uniformly
distributed among the 2n processors, including the ones already hit. Hence the probability that the next
2n−2n
fault hits a new pair is 2n f . In this case, the expected number of faults needed to interrupt the application
fail is one (the considered fault) plus E (NFTI |nf + 1). Altogether we have:


2n − 2nf
2nf
1
1
E (NFTI |nf ) =
× (1 + E (NFTI |nf + 1)) +
×
× 1 + (1 + E (NFTI |nf )) .
2n
2n
2
2
Therefore,
E (NFTI |nf ) =

2n − 2nf
2n
+
E (NFTI |nf + 1) .
2n − nf
2n − nf

Let us compare the throughput of each approach with an example. From Equations (12) and (13), we
have
s
s
2CN
2CN
ThroughputRep ≥ ThroughputStd ⇔ (1 −
) ≥ 2(1 −
)
MNFTI µind
µind
which we rewrite into
C≥

µind
2N (2 −

1
√

1
)2
MNFTI

(14)

Take a parallel machine with N = 220 processors. This is a little more than one million processors, but this
corresponds to the size of the largest platforms today. Using Proposition 2, we compute MNFTI = 1284.4
Assume that the individual MTBF is 10 years, or in seconds µind = 10 × 365 × 24 × 3600. After some painful
computations, we derive that replication is more efficient if the checkpoint time is greater than 293 seconds
(around 6 minutes). This sets a target both for architects and checkpoint protocol designers.
Maybe you can say that µind = 10 years is pessimistic, because we rather observe that µind = 100 years
in current supercomputers. Because µind = 100 years allows to checkpoint up to one hour, you would decide
that replication is not worth it. But maybe you can also say that µind = 10 years is optimistic for processors
equipped with thousands of cores and rather take µind = 1 year. In that case, unless you checkpoint in less
than 30 seconds, better be prepared for replication.
The beauty of performance models is that you can decide which approach is better without bias nor
a-priori, simply by plugging your own parameters into Equation (14).

6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have dealt with fail-stop faults, i.e. faults that cause the application to crash and require
to repair the resource or to find a spare one, and to re-execute work from some state of the application that
had been previously saved. Other techniques involve to reconstruct the data lost by the failing processor
from redundant information (e.g., checksums) maintained by the other processors. While unrecoverable, a
fail-stop error has the nice characteristic that it can be detected immediately. On the contrary, a silent
error, a.k.a. silent data corruption, gets unnoticed until it manifests after some random delay, e.g. because
corrupted data is activated. Silent errors come from many sources, from errors in the arithmetic unit (due to
13

low voltages) to bit flips in cache (due to cosmic radiation). Silent errors are difficult to detect, and because
of the detection latency, they are even more difficult to correct. We refer the interested reader to studies such
as [4, 11] to know more about the fascinating problems and solution techniques in the area of fault-tolerant
computing at very large scale. Exascale (1018 operations per second, which requires one million of processors,
each with one thousand cores) is such a very large scale, but it is the scale of future-generation machines
that will be with us in less than 10 years. Thus this area is extremely important, and clever scheduling
techniques are needed to help solve all the problems. Alice needs more help2 .
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Appendix 1: First-order approximation of TFO
It is interesting to point out why the value of TFO given by Equation (8) is a first-order approximation, even
for large jobs. Indeed, there are several restrictions for the approach to be valid:
• We have stated that the expected number of faults during execution is Nfaults = Timeµfinal , and that
the expected time lost due to a fault is Tlost = T2 + D + R. Both statements are true individually,
but the expectation of a product is the product of the expectations only if the random variables are
independent, which is not the case here because Timefinal depends upon the fault inter-arrival times.
• In Equation (4), we have to enforce C ≤ T in order to have WasteFF ≤ 1.
• In Equation (5), we have to enforce D + R ≤ µ in order to have Wastefault ≤ 1. In addition, we
must cap the period to enforce this latter constraint. Intuitively, we need µ to be large enough for
Equation (5) to make sense. However, for large-scale platforms, regardless of the value of the individual
MTBF µind , there is always a threshold in the number of components N above which the platform
ind
MTBF, µ = µN
, becomes too small for Equation (5) to be valid.
• Equation (5) is accurate only when two or more faults do not take place within the same period.
Although unlikely when µ is large in front of T , the possible occurrence of many faults during the same
period cannot be eliminated.
To ensure that the condition of having at most a single fault per period is met with a high probability,
we cap the length of the period: we enforce the condition T ≤ αµ, where α is some tuning parameter
chosen as follows. The number of faults during a period of length T can be modeled as a Poisson process
k
of parameter β = Tµ . The probability of having k ≥ 0 faults is P (X = k) = βk! e−β , where X is the
random variable showing the number of faults. Hence the probability of having two or more faults is
π = P (X ≥ 2) = 1 − (P (X = 0) + P (X = 1)) = 1 − (1 + β)e−β . If we assume α = 0.27 then π ≤ 0.03, hence
a valid approximation when bounding the period range accordingly. Indeed, with such a conservative value
for α, we have overlapping faults for only 3% of the checkpointing segments in average, so that the model is
quite reliable. For consistency, we also enforce the same type of bound on the checkpoint time, and on the
downtime and recovery: C ≤ αµ and D + R ≤ αµ. However, enforcingpthese constraints may lead to use
a sub-optimal period: it may well be the case that the optimal period 2(µ − (D + R))C of Equation (8)
does not belong to the admissible interval [C, αµ]. In that case, the waste is minimized for one of the bounds
of the admissible interval. This is because, as seen from Equation (7), the waste is a convex function of the
period.
We conclude this discussion on a positive note. While capping the period, and enforcing a lower bound
on the MTBF, is mandatory for mathematical rigor, simulations in [2] show that actual job executions can
always use the value from Equation (8), accounting for multiple faults whenever they occur by re-executing
the work until success. The first-order model turns out to be surprisingly robust!
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Appendix 2: Optimal value of TFO
There is a beautiful method to compute the optimal value of TFO accurately. First we show how to compute
the expected time E(Time(T − C, C, D, R, λ)) to execute a work of duration T − C followed by a checkpoint
of duration C, given the values of C, D, and R, and a fault distribution Exp(λ). If a fault interrupts a given
trial before success, there is a downtime of duration D followed by a recovery of length R. We assume that
faults can strike during checkpoint and recovery, but not during downtime.
Proposition 3.
E(Time(T − C, C, D, R, λ)) = eλR

1
λ


+ D (eλT − 1).

Proof. For simplification, we write Time instead of Time(T − C, C, D, R, λ) in the proof below. Consider
the following two cases:
(i) Either there is no fault during the execution of the period, then the time needed is exactly T ;
(ii) Or there is one fault before successfully completing the period, then some additional delays are incurred.
More specifically, as seen for the first order approximation, there are two sources of delays: the time
spent computing by the processors before the fault (accounted for by variable Timelost ), and the time
spent for downtime and recovery (accounted for by variable Timerec ). Once a successful recovery has
been completed, there still remain T − C units of work to execute.
Thus Time obeys the following recursive equation:

T
Time =
Timelost + Timerec + Time

if there is no fault
otherwise

(15)

Timelost denotes the amount of time spent by the processors before the first fault, knowing that this fault
occurs within the next T units of time. In other terms, it is the time that is wasted because computation
and checkpoint were not successfully completed (the corresponding value in Figure 1 is Tlost − D − R).
Timerec represents the amount of time needed by the system to recover from the fault (the corresponding
value in Figure 1 is D + R).
The expectation of Time can be computed from Equation (15) by weighting each case by its probability to
occur:
E(Time) = P (no fault) · T + P (a fault strikes) · E (Timelost + Timerec + Time)
= e−λT T + (1 − e−λT ) (E(Timelost ) + E(Timerec ) + E(Time)) ,
which simplifies into:
E(T ) = T + (eλT − 1) (E(Timelost ) + E(Timerec ))
(16)
R T −λx
R∞
1
−λT
dx, and P(X < T ) = 1 − e
.
We have E(Timelost ) = 0 xP(X = x|X < T )dx = P(X<T ) 0 e
Integrating by parts, we derive that
E(Timelost ) =

T
1
−
λ eλT − 1

(17)

Next, the reasoning to compute E(Timerec ), is very similar to E(Time) (note that there can be no fault
during D but there can be during R):
E(Timerec ) = e−λR (D + R) + (1 − e−λR )(D + E(Rlost ) + E(Timerec ))
Here, Rlost is the amount of time lost to executing the recovery before a fault happens, knowing that this fault
occurs within the next R units of time. Replacing T by R in Equation (17), we obtain E(Rlost ) = λ1 − eλRR−1 .
The expression for E(Timerec ) simplifies to
E(Timerec ) = DeλR +
16

1 λR
(e − 1)
λ

Plugging the values of E(Timelost ) and E(Timerec ) into Equation (16) leads to the desired value:


1
λR
E(Time(T − C, C, D, R, λ)) = e
+ D (eλT − 1)
λ

Proposition 3 is the key to proving that the optimal checkpointing strategy is periodic. Indeed, consider
an application of duration Timebase , and divide the execution into periods of different lengths Ti , each with
a checkpoint as the end. The expectation of the total execution time is the sum of the expectations of the
time needed for each period. Proposition 3 shows that the expected time for a period is a convex function
of its length, hence all periods must be equal and Ti = T for all i.
There remains to find the best number of periods, or equivalently, the size of each work chunk before
checkpointing. With k periods of length T = Timekbase , we have to minimize a function that depends on k.
This is easy for a skilled mathematician who knows the Lambert function L (defined as L(z)eL(z) = z). She
would find the optimal rational value kopt of k by differentiation, prove that the objective function is convex,
and conclude that the optimal value is either bkopt c or dkopt e, thereby determining the optimal period Topt .
What if you are not a skilled mathematician? No problem, simply use TFO as a first-order approximation,
and be comforted that the first-order terms in the Taylor expansion of Topt is . . . TFO ! See [3] for all details.

Appendix 3: MTBF of a platform with N parallel processors
In this section we give another proof of Proposition 1. Interestingly, it applies to any continuous probability
distribution with bounded (nonzero) expectation, not just Exponential laws.
First we prove that Equation (1) does hold true. Consider a single processor, say processor Pq . Let Xi ,
i ≥ 0 denote the IID (independent and identically distributed) random variables for the fault inter-arrival
times on Pq , and assume that Xi ∼ DX , where DX is a continuous probability distribution with bounded
(nonzero) expectation µind . In particular, E (Xi ) = µind for all i. Consider a fixed time bound F . Let nq (F )
be the number of faults on Pq until time F . More precisely, the (nq (F ) − 1)-th fault is the last one to happen
strictly before time F , and the nq (F )-th fault is the first to happen at time F or after. By definition of
nq (F ), we have
nq (F )−1
nq (F )
X
X
Xi ≤ F ≤
Xi .
i=1

i=1

Using Wald’s equation [14, p. 420], with nq (F ) as a stopping criterion, we derive:
(E (nq (F )) − 1)µind ≤ F ≤ E (nq (F )) µind ,
and we obtain:

1
E (nq (F ))
=
.
F →+∞
F
µind
lim

(18)

As promised, Equation (18) is exactly Equation (1).
Now consider a platform with N identical processors, whose fault inter-arrival times are IID random
variables that follow the distribution DX . Unfortunately, if DX is not an Exponential law, then the interarrival times of the faults of the whole platform, i.e., of the super-processor of Section 3, are no longer IID.
The minimum trick used in the proof of Proposition 1 works only for the first fault. For the following ones,
we need to remember the history of the previous faults, and things get too complicated. However, we could
still define the MTBF µ of the super-processor using Equation (18), µ must satisfy:

E n( F )
1
= ,
lim
F →+∞
F
µ
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where n( F ) be the number of faults on the super-processor until time F . But does the limit always exist?
and if yes, what is its value?
The answer to both questions is not difficult. Let Yi , i ≥ 1 denote the random variables for fault interarrival times on the super-processor. Let µ, with E (Yi ) = µ. Consider a fixed time bound F as before. Let
n(F ) be the number of faults on the whole platform until time F , and let mq (F ) be the number of these
PN
faults that strike component number q. Of course we have n(F ) = q=1 mq (F ). By definition, except for
the component hit by the last fault, mq (F ) + 1 is the number of faults on component q until time F is
exceeded, hence nq (F ) = mq (F ) + 1 (and this number is mq (F ) = nq (F ) on the component hit by the last
fault). From Equation (18) again, we have for each component q:
lim

F →+∞

Since n(F ) =

PN

q=1

1
E (mq (F ))
=
.
F
µind

mq (F ), we also have:
N
E (n(F ))
=
F →+∞
F
µind
lim

which answers both questions at the same time!

Appendix 4: Going further with prediction.
The discussion on predictions in Section 4 has been kept overly simple. For instance when a fault is predicted,
sometimes there is not enough time to take proactive actions, because we are already checkpointing. In this
case, there is no other choice than ignoring the prediction.
Furthermore, a better strategy should take into account at what point in the period does the prediction
occur. After all, there is no reason to always trust the predictor, in particular if it has a bad precision.
Intuitively, the later the prediction takes place in the period, the more likely we are inclined to trust the
predictor and take proactive actions. This is because the amount of work that we could lose gets larger
and larger. On the contrary, if the prediction happens in the beginning of the period, we have to trade-off
the probability that the proactive checkpoint may be useless (if we take a proactive action) with the small
amount of work that may be lost in the case where a fault would actually happen (if we do not trust the
predictor). The optimal approach is to never trust the predictor in the beginning of a period, and to always
C
trust it in the end; the cross-over point pp depends on the time to take a proactive checkpoint and on the
precision of the predictor. See [2] for details.
Finally, it is more realistic to assume that the predictor cannot give the exact moment where the fault
is going to strike, but rather will provide an interval of time, a.k.a. a prediction window. More information
can be found in [1].

Appendix 5: Going further with replication.
There are two natural options “counting” faults. The option chosen in Section 5 is to allow new faults to
hit processors that have already been hit. This is the option chosen in [8], who introduced the problem.
Another option is to count only faults that hit running processors, and thus effectively kill replica pairs and
interrupt the application. This second option may seem more natural as the running processors are the only
ones that are important for the application execution. It turns out that both options are almost equivalent,
the values of their MNFTI only differ by one [5].
Here a few bibliographical notes. Replication has long been used as a fault-tolerance mechanism in
distributed systems [12], and in the context of volunteer computing [13]. Replication has recently received
attention in the context of HPC (High Performance Computing) applications [15, 18, 7, 8]. While replicating
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all processors is very expensive, replicating only critical processes, or only a fraction of all processes, is a
direction being currently explored under the name partial replication.
Speaking of critical processes, we make a final digression. The de-facto standard to enforce fault-tolerance
in critical or embedded systems is Triple Modular Redundancy, or TMR. Computations are triplicated on
three different processors, and if their results differ, a voting mechanism is called. TMR is not used to protect
from fail-stop faults, but rather to detect and correct errors in the execution of the application. While we
all like, say, safe planes protected by TMR, the cost is tremendous: by definition, two thirds of the resources
are wasted (and this does not include the overhead of voting when an error is identified).

Appendix 6: Scheduling a linear chain of tasks.
In this exercise you are asked to help Alice (again). She is still writing her thesis but she does not want to
checkpoint at given periods of time. She hates being interrupted in the middle of something because she
loses concentration. She now wants to checkpoint only at the end of a chapter. She still has to decide after
which chapters it is best to checkpoint.
The difference with the original problem is that the checkpoints can only be taken at given time-steps.
If we formulate the problem in a abstract way, we have a linear chain of n tasks (the n chapters in Alice’s
thesis), T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn . Each task Ti has weight wi (the time it takes to write that chapter). The cost to
checkpoint after Ti is Ci and the time to recover from Ti is Ri (these costs are likely proportional to the
chapter length). Faults may strike as before, and their inter-arrival times are IID Exponential laws Exp(λ).
We must decide after which tasks to checkpoint, in order to minimize the expectation of the total time.
p

T1

T2

...

Ti

...

Ti+1

C

TimeC (i)

Tj

C

...

Time

TimeZ (i + 1, j)

Figure 11: Hint for the exercise.
Figure 11 gives you a hint. TimeC (i) is the optimal solution for the execution of tasks T1 , T2 , . . . , Ti .
The solution to the problem is TimeC (n), and we use a dynamic programming algorithm to compute it. In
the algorithm, we need to know TimeZ (i+1,j), the expected time to compute a segment of tasks [Ti+1 ..Tj ]
and to checkpoint the last one Tj , knowing that there is a checkpoint before the first one (hence after Ti )
and that no intermediate checkpoint is taken. TimeZ stands for Zero intermediate checkpoint. It turns out
that we already know the value of TimeZ (i + 1, j): check that we have
TimeZ (i + 1, j) = E Time

j
X
k=i+1

and use Proposition 3.
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